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Abstract

wait time is reached–the deferral bound–at which point
the user is alerted.

We present a study of bounded deferral, notification policies that defer incoming alerts for
a bounded time if a user is busy when alerts
arrive. We first review empirical studies
that highlight the value of pursuing a deeper
understanding of bounded-deferral policies.
Then, we present a general decision-theoretic
formulation of bounded deferral. We introduce families of functions that are expressive yet enable optimization of deferral times
based on the outcome of simple tests.

As we shall later explore in detail, if a transition occurs before the deferral bound, there is no interruption
cost; the only loss is the cost of the delayed review of
the message. If the user remains busy up until the
deferral bound, the cost receives contributions from
the interruption and the maximal delay in seeing the
message.

Introduction

Interest has been growing over the last several years on
methods for protecting the attentional focus of computer users, by reasoning about the costs and benefits of relaying alerts and the current state of a user’s
workload. Efforts have focused on the creation of models that can be used to estimate the cognitive load of
users [6, 7], and the construction of real-time reasoning
platforms for guiding notifications [5]. In user studies,
researchers have elucidated the effects of interrupting
people in various ways in different situations and have
probed the workload and availability of people in office
settings user studies of the cost of task switching and
disruption [1, 2, 8, 3, 9, 10].
In this paper, we will explore principles and applications of a family of notification policies, referred to as
bounded deferral [5]. The method hinges on a key concept: A person who is too busy to review a message
or information update when it arrives, will likely transition to an available state in time, as described by a
probability distribution that can be learned. With a
bounded deferral policy guiding notification actions, a
notification manager will simply wait until either the
user transitions to an available state, or a maximum

We shall first review efforts to build decision-theoretic
notification systems. Then we will explore experimental studies of transitions between states associated with different costs of interruption. We formalize
bounded deferral and seek to identify ideal deferral
times. We conclude by discussing directions and prototypes.

2

Studies of Costs of Interruption and
Delay

Decision-theoretic approaches and prototypes have
been developed that continue to balance the cost of
disruption, associated with alerting users with informational updates or incoming messages in different
settings, with the cost coming with the delayed review
of incoming messages [4]. Methods have used decisionanalytic assessment techniques, such as assessing for
the cost of disruption the dollars someone would be
willing to pay to avoid different kinds of alerts in different settings [6].
Machine learning has been used to learn relatively accurate models for predicting the interruptability of
users. Models have been developed to predict the
cost of interruption of computer users in different settings as a function of multiple observations, including the sensing of ambient context (e.g., proximal conversation detected), desktop activity, and information
about meetings drawn from users’ calendars [4, 6, 8].
In some of this work, expected costs of disruption have

been automatically assigned to different contexts.

of interruption.

Methods have also been developed for representing
or inferring the loss of value of information in messages over time. Many messages, including urgent
email, traffic updates, and financial alerts have timedependent value. Taking a decision-analytic perspective, time-dependent losses in information value with
delayed review of information can be assessed in terms
of a willingness to pay to avoid successively greater delays in reviewing different classes of messages. That is,
we can assess from users utility functions that capture,
as a function of message properties, the initial value
of information in dollars, as well as loss function that
captures the loss of value with delayed review.

After the capture of videos, the users used an assessment tool called Interruption Workbench, which allowed the subjects to watch the video that had been
taken and to label periods of time on the tape as low,
medium, and high cost of interruption. The users had
previously assessed a dollar value for each cost of interruption, representing their willingness to pay to avoid
interruptions associated with the receipt of alerts when
in each state. In the initial work on Interruption Workbench, the tagged states were used to build a case library for learning predictive models of the expected
cost of interruption based on information sensed from
the computer’s applications and operating system, online calendar, and video and acoustical analyses of goings on in the office.

Prior research has also pursued the automation of the
assignment of measures of urgency to messages. Under uncertainty in the value of a message or loss function, we consider the expected cost of delayed review
(ECDA) [4]. Beyond the direct assessment of timedependent utility, as a function of message properties,
machine learning has shown promise in the construction of models that map to dollar values or intermediary measures of importance and/or urgency to messages.
To date, decision-theoretic notification systems have
continued to do cost-benefit analysis, weighing the cost
of delay with the costs of interruption at the current
time, or over varying horizons for tractability. We shall
introduce a family of policies that takes into consideration the transitions among states of interruptability.
promising systems that employ a more global analysis
of ideal alerting. We shall start by considering efforts
to understand transitions among states of interruptability.

3

User Studies of Transitions in Cost
of Interruption

We have performed user studies to build insights about
the potential value of bounded deferral. The studies are aimed at probing the probability distributions
which describe computer users’ transitions among different states of cost of interruption.

We re-analyzed data from the earlier studies to get
a sense for the transitions among states of busyness,
as defined by different assessed costs of interruption.
As marginals, one participant (a program manager at
our organization), spent 0.20, 0.61, and 0.18 of the
total time in high, medium, and low cost states respectively. This subject remained in a busy state for
a mean time of 21 seconds before transitioning into a
lower cost state. The other participant (a software developer), spent 0.29, 0.48, and 0.23 of the total time in
high, medium, and low cost states, and remained in a
high cost state for a mean time of 202 seconds, before
transitioning into a lower cost state.
We can get a sense for the opportunity for employing
bounded deferral policy with the Interruption Workbench data. Given a message coming in at a random
time while the user is in a busy state, one subject of
the study will transition into a lower cost state with a
mean time of 11 seconds after the arrival of an alert.
The other subject would transition into a lower cost
state at a mean time of 101 seconds after the arrival of
an alert. Thus, we found that for these two subjects,
allowing a relatively small, bounded deferral on the delivery of messages could significantly minimize costly
interruptions in return for relatively small delays in
message receipt.
3.2

3.1

Busy-Context Tool study

Interruption Workbench Study

In an initial study, we re-examined data that had been
collected as part of prior research on learning probabilistic models that can infer a cost of interruption [6].
In the study, five hours of video, shot in one hour segments, was taken of each of two participants in their
offices. The video captured the details of work on their
computer screens and surrounding office environments.
The two subjects participating in the study had cost

The intuitions about the value of deferral policies were
supported by another study we carried out. In the
study, anonymized data was collected from the logs of
users of a prototype context-sensitive telephony system at our organization. The system, named Enhanced Telephone (ET), allows users to specify states
of low and high cost of interruption with a Busy Context assessment tool. The tool enables the users to
build boolean functions that predict being in a high-

or in a low-cost state, based on sensed active computer
application and whether conversation is detected in
the office. In use, the deterministic policies are used
to guide telephone call routing, for example routing
telephone calls that come in during busy states to
voicemail. A client-side event-sensing system monitors computer activity and compiles a time-stamped
event stream in a computer log that is uploaded intermittently to a server.
We investigated the busy versus free situations for 113
users for several weeks. The users included 42 program
managers, 25 software developers, 10 administrators,
7 midlevel managers, 2 senior managers, 4 people in
sales and marketing, 19 software testers, and 4 research
scientists. The participants granted us access to their
busy/free definition settings and to their free and busy
states. Both the settings and the states were monitored via a server. We analyzed data collected over
three sequential business days between 10am and 4pm
when users were active at their desktops. We collected
4,803 busy situations.
The graph of Fig. 1 shows the distribution over durations of the monitored busy sessions for the participants. The mean duration of the busy sessions was
found to be 43.12 seconds with a standard deviation of
51.79 seconds. The data shows that a great majority
of busy situations transition to free situations within
1 to 2 minutes. The graph of Fig. 2 shows the transitions from busy to free for two users, where the total
number of busy sessions for each is normalized to 1.0,
thus providing probability distributions.

Figure 2: Probability distribution of the time of transition of participants from busy to free situations.

4

General Functional Analysis of Ideal
Deferral Polices

Given motivating data from studies about users, we
have pursued a formal analysis of bounded deferral.
Our goal is to develop policies that employ ideal maximal deferral times, t∗ for incoming notifications of different types in varying contexts. We wish to identify
the ideal deferral policy for incoming messages, given
the context-sensitive probability distribution over a recipient’s transition from busy to free states, and the
time-dependent loss of value with delay of the incoming message at hand.
For simplicity, we shall assume that users are either
busy or free; this assumption can be relaxed into multiple states of cost of interruption. We further assume
that if a user is busy, interruptions with an incoming
message or informational update, are associated with
an assessed cost of interruption, else interruptions are
cost free. Again, this can be easily generalized. Finally, we assume a one shot analysis at the time a
notification arrives. This assumption is violated by
the opportunity to continue to optimize given changing probability distributions over transitions.
Let us start with a general analysis. Let the loss of
value of reviewing an incoming message or alert at
increasing times t after the arrival of that message be
f (t) and the cost of interruption of alerting the user
when the user is in a busy state to be c. We take the
probability that the user is free after time t as

Figure 1: Distribution of the durations of busy situations for 113 users over three business days.

p(t) = 1 − g(t)
where g : [0, ∞) → [0, 1] is an arbitrary non-increasing
function.
Fig. 3 displays key relationships under consideration

examining the derivative, W 0 (t),
W 0 (t)

= f 0 (t)g(t) + cg 0 (t)

(1)

Given an instantiation of (1) with concrete functions
f, g, let T = {t0 , t1 , . . .} be the set of all t such that
W 0 (t) = 0 and W 00 (t) < 0. Then the expected total
cost W is minimized for some t ∈ {0, T, ∞}, i.e., by
one of the following policies: i) not waiting at all (immediate notification), ii) waiting until the time t ∈ T
that minimizes W , or iii) simply waiting until the user
is free, no matter how long it takes.
For general f, g we need to solve,
W 0 (t) = 0 ⇐⇒ f 0 (t) = −c
Figure 3: Key influences.
Functions considered
in computing ideal bounded-deferral policies are the
probability distribution over time until free and the
cost of delayed review.
in computing ideal bounded-deferral policies. We consider the time-dependent loss of the value of information in an incoming message, f (t), and the probability
distribution, p(t), describing the likelihood that a busy
user will transition to being free with increasing deferral times.
The best bound on deferral t∗ , is the time that minimizes the overall expected cost to the user, including
the expected cost the cost of disruption and the loss
with delayed review of message information under uncertainty. The total cost takes into consideration two
cases: (1) the case where the user remains busy up to
the deferral bound, and (2) the case where the user
becomes free at some time t before the maximal deferral time. For the case where the user remains busy, we
need to consider the contributions to total expected
cost of the losses from the disruption of being alerted
when busy in addition to delay. In the case where the
user becomes free before the bound on deferral time,
only the cost of delay until the transition to the free
state contributes to the total expected costs.
To compute a total expected cost associated with a
selected deferral time, we combine the influence of the
case where the deferral bound is reached, and the case
where the user becomes free at some time before the
bound. Thus, the total cost, W (t), is

Z
W (t)

= (c + f (t))g(t) +

t

−g 0 (s)f (s)ds

0

We seek to probe the existence of a global maxima by

g 0 (t)
.
g(t)

(2)

Writing
g(t) = exp(−h(t))
for some arbitrary increasing function t, we can
rewrite (2) as
W 0 (t) = 0 ⇐⇒ f 0 (t) = ch0 (t) .
Thus, the analysis of deferral times associated with
minimal cost boils down to a consideration of how
many times f 0 and ch0 cross. Without further assumptions on the relationship between f, g, though,
not much more can be said. One exception is that if
for all t either
f 0 (t) < ch0 (t)

or

f 0 (t) > ch0 (t)

then the optimal policy is either “wait forever” or “act
now” depending on whether W (0) < W∞ or not. Intuitively, if one rate dominates the other at all times,
there is never a “critical” time such that it is reasonable to wait until then, but not more.
Let us now turn to examine a family of bounded deferral policies.

5

Analysis of an Expressive Family

We shall now introduce an expressive family of
bounded-deferral problems that is amenable to optimization via a set of simple tests. The family, which
we refer to as being in the SIGEX class of bounded deferral problems, is an instance captured by Equation
2. With this family, the probability that the user is
free after time t is
p(t) = 1 − e−λt
where, in Equation 2, h(t) = λt.
We also assume that the cost of interruption is some
constant c.

can have at most two solutions, since f 0 can cut the
line at no more than two points.
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Armed with the above, we can now distinguish cases.

–1
–2

• If f 0 (t) < λc for all t, i.e., the horizontal line is
above the plot of f 0 , then W 0 (t) < 0 for all t and
therefore one should “Wait forever”.

–3

Figure 4: f (t) = arctan(t)

• If f 0 (t) = λc at a unique point t0 , i.e., the line
“kisses” the maximum of f 0 , then t0 is not a local
minimum of W since W 0 (t) < 0 for all t 6= t0 . It
is just a point where W “bends”.
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0.8

• If t0 < t1 are the two points where f 0 (t) = λc then
t0 is a local minimum and t1 is a local maximum
(to see this consider the sign change of W 0 ).
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Figure 5: f 0 (t) =
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The total expected cost of waiting until time t before
interrupting is
Z t
W (t) = (c + f (t))e−λt +
λe−λs f (s)ds
0

5.1

Analysis

Since
W 0 (t) = e−λt (f 0 (t) − λc)
we see that if t0 > 0 is to be an “optimal weighting
time” we must have
f 0 (t0 ) = λc
f 00 (t0 ) > 0 ,
where the second condition ensures that f (t0 ) is a minimum.
For the SIGEX family, we assume that the cost associated with the delayed receipt of information, f (t)
behaves like a sigmoid. We model this by requiring
that
f 0 is a unimodal function having a unique maximum.
For example, the derivative of the arctan sigmoid function is the pulse:
Overlaying the horizontal line g(t) = λc with the plot
of f 0 (t) we see that the equation
W 0 (t) = 0 ⇔ f 0 (t) = λc

Now, to determine whether t0 is a global minimum
we first observe that W (t0 ) < W (0) as W 0 (0) < 0.
Therefore, the only thing we need to check is whether
W (t0 ) <

lim W (t)

t→∞
Z ∞

=

λe−λs f (s)ds ,

(3)
(4)

0

i.e., it must be that the expected cost of waiting up to
t0 is smaller than the expected cost of waiting forever.
At the intuitive level, in the first case (since h0 (t) is
constant), waiting forever is not the optimal policy
only if initially f increases slowly, but there exists some
time t0 around which f increases dramatically. In such
a case, we want to not wait until that point.
5.3

Algorithm for Determining Strategy

Given a bounded-deferral problem in the SIGEX family, we can identify the optimal deferral policy at each
point in time with the following algorithm:
1. Solve the equation
f 0 (t) = λc .
If the equation has fewer than two roots, then
“Wait forever”.
2. Otherwise let t0 < t1 be the two roots. Determine
the cost of “unbounded delay”, i.e.,
Z ∞
W∞ =
λe−λs f (s)ds .
0

3. If W∞ < W (t0 ) then “Wait forever”, else “Wait
until time t0 ”.
Assuming a cost of delay that has a unimodal f 0 requires us to only check one place. We note that that
we can generalize beyond SIGEX problems by considering multimodal functions for representing the cost of
delayed review. In such cases, we need to check all the
places where
f 0 (t) = cλ .

6

Conclusions and Directions

We pursued an analysis of bounded deferral policies.
We first reviewed two user studies that demonstrate
the potential value of bounded deferral. The studies
identified examples of real-world probability distributions that describe how users may transition from busy
to available states. Then, we formalized bounded deferral and performed a functional analysis of the task of
identifying the optimal deferral policy at the time a notification arrives. After presenting a general analysis,
we focused on a specific promising family of bounded
deferral problems. We introduced an algorithm for
testing whether notifications should be passed immediately to users, should wait until the user is free, or
should wait for a specific amount of time for delivery.
We are currently pursuing bounded deferral strategies
that take into consideration the potential changes in
the probability distribution over transitions from busy
to free, as the time a user has remained busy grows.
We are also pursuing the integration and evaluation of
bounded deferral polices in several real-world applications.
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